COLD FOIL BOOK SPECS
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FRONT COVER
Print: Type is PMS 165 / the logo is a 4 color process / the background
is holographic foil
Finish: KO all type & logo from cold foil

INSIDE FRONT COVER
Print: PMS 165 + cold foil
Finish: Reticulation on all white areas / KO all the foil areas from the
reticulation area / cold foil under the PMS

PAGE 1
Print: Type gets PMS 165 in foil & reversed type for the white text / orange bar
is cold foil as well
Finish: The orange type & bar are getting spot gloss UV / the white areas are
getting spot dull varnish

PAGE 2
Print: Cold foil areas are the type
Finish: All foil type gets a spot gloss varnish

PAGE 3
Print: 4 color over silver foil to get gold color foil on the lines
Finish: Foil lines get spot gloss varnish

PAGE 4
Print: Type gets PMS 165 in foil & reversed type for the white text / orange bar
is cold foil as well
Finish: The orange type & bar are getting spot gloss UV / the white areas are
getting spot dull varnish
PAGE 5
Print: the love type & butterfly design get a holographic cold foil
Finish: Everything else is UV with no coating on top
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PAGE 6
Print: The cold foil is the background
Finish: Foil background gets a spot gloss varnish / type gets a spot dull varnish

PAGE 7
Print: the cold foil is on the skull
Finish: the skull gets a gloss varnish on top / the balance of the sheet gets spot
dull varnish

PAGE 8
Print: Ornaments are 4 color over silver foil (some left as silver only) / the main
ornament towards the bottom left end is cold foil roll SB Dots / second
pass process for the different foil & no overprint on that ornament
Finish: Dull varnish on the black background

PAGE 9
Print: The red headset is 4 color process over cold foil
Finish: Gloss varnish on foil areas / dull varnish on everything else

PAGE 10
Print: The cold foil goes under the green areas
Finish: Gloss varnish on all the foil areas / dull varnish on everything else.

PAGE 11
Print: 4 color process over silver to get gold foil color
Finish: Gloss varnish on foil areas / dull varnish on everything else

PAGE 12
Print: Gold areas get 4 color process over cold foil
Finish: Gloss varnish on the foil areas / dull varnish on the white box area

PAGE 13
Uncoated stock
Print: Title is silver cold foil / 4 color process over foil on ABC type
Finish: No varnish or AQ

PAGE 14
Uncoated stock
Print: Cold foil In certain parts of the pattern
Finish: No varnish or AQ
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PAGE 15
Uncoated stock
Print: Cold foil In certain parts of the pattern
Finish: No varnish or AQ

PAGE 16
Uncoated stock
Print: Cold foil Under the icons, KO all white areas.
Finish: No varnish or AQ

PAGE 17
Print: Cold foil for all type & design
Finish: Black gets a spot dull varnish / all foil areas gets a spot gloss varnish

PAGE 18
Print: 4 color process over silver foil
Finish: All foil areas gets a spot gloss varnish / background gets spot dull varnish

PAGE 19
Print: All gold artwork gets a 4 color process over silver cold foil
Finish: No finish

PAGE 20
Print: The yellow artwork is 4 color process over silver cold foil
Finish: Spot gloss varnish on the artwork / dull varnish on the black background

PAGE 21
Print: The background is SB Dots cold foil
Finish: Spot dull varnish for the girl, mask & OMG circle

PAGE 22
Print: Silver title type is cold foil & all patches with their color overprint value
Finish: Spot gloss UV on all color / dull varnish on the background

PAGE 23
Print: Cold foil on all patches with their color overprint value
Finish: Spot gloss UV on all color / dull varnish on the background

PAGE 24
Print: Silver title type is cold foil
Finish: OA satin AQ
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PAGE 25
Print: 4 color over silver foil
Finish: Spot satin AQ

PAGE 26
Print: Silver title type is cold foil
Finish: Spot satin AQ

PAGE 27
Print: 4 color process + cold foil + black type over the cold foil
Finish: Spot satin AQ

PAGE 28
Print: Silver title type is cold foil / D‘Andrea orange type is PMS 165
Finish: Dull varnish on white paper areas

INSIDE BACK COVER
Print: PMS 165 + cold Foil
Finish: Reticulated / KO all the foil areas from the varnish

BACK COVER
Print: The logo is 4 color process / background is holographic foil
Finish: KO logo from cold foil
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